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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
NRC Inspection Report 50-400/98-02

This safeguards inspection included aspects of licensee .plant support. The
report covers -a week period of an announced, routine inspection by a regional
safeguards specialist inspector.

~ Through observations, discussion's with secuiity force'personnel; and
document review, it was determined that the licensee used compensatory
measures which ensured the reliability of security-related equipment -and

devices. A significant reduction in compensatory hours was the result of
effective maintenance support. (Section Sl.l).

~ The evaluation of the Protected Area (PA) access controls for packages,
personnel, and vehicles revealed that the criteria of the Physical
Security Plan were being met in an excellent manner . (Section S2.2),.

One apparent violation was identified involving individuals responsible
for implementing the Access Authorization Program who on 18 separate
occasions failed to process personnel properly for unescorted access to
the site's protected and vital areas. This resulted in contractors who
were not authorized having been granted unescorted access to the
protected and vital areas. This is apparent violation EEI 50-400/98-02-
01. (Section S2.2)

~ The licensee was complying with the criteria of the Physical Security
Plan (PSP) and Security Plan Implementing Procedures for alarm stations
and communications. (Section S2.3)

~ The intrusion detection systems and assessment aids were functional,
well maintained. and effective for both covert and overt penetration
attempts met these systems and aids the licensee's commitments. (Section
S2.4)

The review and verification of commitments of selected security and
administrative procedures did not identify any inconsistencies or
noncompliance. (Section S3.2)

The inspector concluded through observation and interviews of security
force personnel that the security force could adequately cope with the
design-basis threat described in 10 CFR 73. 1(a) and that the security
force met the requi rements of the PSP and T8Q Plan. The security
training program was a major strength in the security program.
(Section S5.1).



Sl Conduct of Security and 'Safeguards Activities

S1.1
~ ~ ~r
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The inspector verified that the licensee employed compensatory measures
in accordance with the Physical Security Plan (PSP) when security
equipment had failed or its performance had been impai red and that the
compensatory measures employed did not reduce the effectiveness of the
security system that existed before the failure.

During observations, discussions and document reviews. the inspector
noted that the licensee used compensatory measures to ensure the
reliabi lity of security-related, equipment and devices. Specifically, a

security officer was posted as a compensatory measure for Door 133,
railroad door (outside), due to locking mechanism failure.

Security's annual goal for compensatory measures was approximately 3,000
hours. To date approximately 1,050 hours have been expended. The
reduction in compensatory measures was attributed to effective
maintenance support.

Through observations, discussions with security force personnel. and
document review the inspector determined that the licensee used
compensatory measures that ensured the reliability of security-related
equipment and devices. A significant reduction in compensatory hours was
a result of effective maintenance support.
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Status of Security Facilities and Equipment

The inspector evaluated the licensee's access control program for
allowing packages. personnel, and vehicles to enter the Protected Area
(PA) to ensur'e;compliance with cri'teria in Chapter 1 of the PSP.

The inspector reviewed appropriate access control procedures for the PA.

Personnel, hand-carried packages or material. delivered packages or
material, and vehicles were searched before being admitted to the 'PA.
Security personnel searched for firearms, explosives, incendiary
devices, and other items that could be used for radiological sabotage.
These searches were either by physical search or by search equipment.
The licensee had installed the latest X-ray search equipment. The new
X-ray equipment incorporated state-of-the-art electronics with superior
X-ray imaging. The X-ray equipment separated inorganic/organic/mixed
materials with a high degree of precision. Vehicle searches included
searches of the cab, engine compartment, undercarriage. and cargo areas

The inspector found the following circumstances concerning personnel
access control. A picture badge identification system was used f'r
personnel who were authorized unescorted access to the protected and
vital areas. Personnel displayed their badges while within the PA.
Visitors authorized escorted access to the PA were issued a badge that
showed an escort was required and were escorted by licensee-designated
escorts while in the PA. The licensee used biometric hand-geometry to
ensure personal identification of individuals entering the PA.

Access control program records were available for review and contained
sufficient information for identification of persons authorized access
to the PA. ,The licensee maintained access records of keys, key cards,
key codes. lock combinations, and other related equipment during a
person's employment or for the duration of use of these items. The
inspector reviewed the corrective actions to close violation
50-400/97-02-01 and determined the licensee had established positive
measures to ensure removal of terminated personnel from the access
authorization roaster.
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The inspector found the following circumstances concerning control of
the entry and exit of packages:and material -into the PA. - Security
personnel confirmed the authorization of and identified packages and
material at access control portals before allowing them to be delivered.
The licensee used security force personnel and X-ray equipment to
identify and confirm that prohibited material was not entering the PA.
The searching of personnel, and packages was observed by the inspector
was superior.

The inspector" found the following'circumstances concerning 'vehicle
access control. Individuals who controlled the'admittance control
hardware which allowed vehicle access to the PA were protected in a
bullet-resistant alarm station. Armed security force personnel
controlled the vehicle access search area. Security force personnel
escorted nondesignated vehicles while within the PA.

During a review of Licensee Event Report (LER) 97-SOl-00. dated July 24,
1997, and LER Supplement 97-S01-01, dated 'September 2, 1997, the
inspector noted that on June 24, 1997, an outage contractor worker had
been granted unescorted access to the protected and vital areas from
April 5 through Hay 15, 1997. a period of 40 days, even though the
individual omitted pertinent information from the Personal History
Questionnaire (PHQ), which was subsequently determined to be
disqualifying information for unescorted access.

Based on review of the event, the inspector noted that the individual
completed a PHQ on March 31, 1997, at the Plant Access Authorization
(PAA) Facility. The individual checked "yes" to a question on the PHQ

which asked, "Have you ever been convicted of an alcohol or a controlled
substance related offense, which includes driving while impaired (DWI),
or do you presently have such a case pending?" The PHQ further directed
that, "Ifyou answered "yes" to any question, specific details must be
given explaining the circumstances surrounding the case." The
individual failed to annotate any details to explain the "yes" answer to
the question concerning conviction of possessing a controlled substance.
During the initial review of the PHQ by PAA personnel, they failed to
note the "yes" response, which resulted in a failure to seek additional
information to explain the response. A subsequent review of the PHQ by
Corporate Access Authorization (CAA) personnel failed to detect the
"yes" response which resulted in approval and granting unescorted access
to plant protected and vital areas.
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On June 23, 1997, a criminal history record was received from the
Federal Bureau of .Investigation, .together with a criminal records check
from the North Augusta Department of Public Safety, indicating that the
individual had been convicted of simple possession of an illegal,
controlled .substance .on January 20, 1996. Although the individual had
answered "yes" to possession of a controlled substance on the PHQ, he
failed to list this offense; however, he did list on the PHQ that he had
been arrested for simple possession of a firearms on January 1. 1995.
According to Nuclear Workers Screening Program for Unescorted Access,
SEC-NGGC-'2101-, Revision 6,.:dated February 28, 1997, Attachment 1. the
conviction for possession of a controlled substance would have

.disqualified the individual for unescorted access to Carolina Power and .

Light's nuclear facilities.

During, review of the access authorization records, the licensee
determined that three other individuals had been inappropriately granted
unescorted access without a valid approved-psychological evaluation

of'heirMinnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-.2 (MMPI) results.

On March 31. 1997, the psychologist determined that an individual should
not be granted access pending an alcohol evaluation and forwarded a
letter to the appropriate CAA person. The letter from the psychologist
stated, "The following individual(s) was clinically interviewed and a
recommendation is being held in abeyance until receipt of an alcohol
evaluation." It appears that the CAA reviewer failed to recognize the
need for f'urther evaluation based on the MMPI results and granted the
individual unescorted access from April 8 through May 13, 1997, a period
of 33 days. The licensee subsequently determined that this individual
would not have been granted unescorted access.

On June 23, 1997, during a further review of documentation. the licensee
determined that two other individuals were found to have been
inappropriately granted unescorted access without follow up or
adjudication of a recommendation from the psychblogist that unescorted
access be held in abeyance pending review of additional information.
One individual was granted unescorted access from March 28 through
April 15, and the other individual was granted access from April 4
through April 18, 1997. Subsequently, both individuals were determined
to meet the criteria to be granted unescorted access. Additionally.
during further review of the access authorization records, the licensee
determined that 14 individuals were granted unescorted access prior to
-review/adjudication of all pertinent information listed on the PHQ.
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However, the missing information on the 14 individuals would not have
.. precluded-granting. of unescorted access.

The Regulation, 10 CFR 73.56(a), require each licensee to incorporate
the required access authorization plan into the PSP as provided. for by
10 CFR 50.54(p)(2).

License Condition Amendment No. 70, requi res the licensee to implement
fully -and to 'maintain. in effect- all provisions. of the Commission-
approved PSP.."

Paragraph 2.0 of'he PSP, Revision 0, dated Narch 15, 1996, states,
"Plant security procedures are established to provide detailed
information to the security force on implementation of plan performance
objectives and commitments."

C

Paragraph 6. 1 of the .PSP.;„..Revision 0. dated Harch 15, 1996. states; "At
Carolina Power and Light's Nuclear Plants, all elements of Regulatory
Guide 5.66 have been implemented to satisfy the requi rements of 10 CFR
73.56."

Access Authorization. Desk Top Instruction, Nuclear and Employment
Clearance Processing, Revision 4. dated Narch 14, 1997, Processing the
Temporary Report, established that the Corporate Access Authorization
(CAA) should process the access authorization documentation and certify
that the worker was suitable f'r access.

Paragraph 9.8, Nuclear Worker Screening Program for Unescorted Access.
SEC-NGGC-2101, Revision 6, dated February 28, 1997, states, "When

considering unescorted access, the Company shall examine information
obtained as a result of the background investigation and psychological
evaluation process." The following conditions were delineated as
sufficient to disqualify and individual from unescorted access:

Illegal use or possession of a controlled substance

A psychological evaluation which indicates that the person is a risk
in terms of trustworthiness or reliability

Access Authorization, Desk Top Instruction - 02, Personal History
Questionnaire (PHQ), Revision 0, dated October 11, 1996. stated,
"Initial review of the PHQ is normally performed by Plant Access
Authorization (PAA) personnel, but may be performed by CAA."



" Section VI, of the Access-Authorization, Desk Top Instruction - 02,
Revision 0, dated October 11, 1996, required. "As part of the initial
review any "yes" answer concerning criminal history may require: 1) An
interview,bye the Plant Access Authorization Lead or Designee; 2). A
conference with CAA: 3) Adjudication by CAA; 4) Complete written
documentation as appropriate, by Plant Access Authorization."

Access Authorization„ Desk Top Instruction --02, Revision 0, dated
October 11, 1997, stated that'he'AA would positively verify the MMPI

results and, if interview results were unfavorable, stop background
processing on the worker and deny access in accordance with "Denial of
Unescorted Access."

On March 31, 1997. the primary and secondary reviewer for granting
unescorted access failed to review the information on a PHQ properly,
resulting, in an unauthorized individual being granted unescorted access
to the protected and vital areas from April 5 through May 15, 1997.
Specifically, an individual checked yes on a question on the PHQ which
asked, "Have you ever been convicted of an alcohol or a controlled
substance related offense." The reviewers failed to note that the "yes"
had been checked; therefore. the individual was not interviewed
concerning the criminal information. Also, three contractors, who were
not cleared by the psychologist, were granted unescorted access to the
protected and vital areas. One of,.the contractors granted unescorted
access from April 8 through May 13, 1997, was unable to satisfy the
psychological requirements. The other individuals were granted
unescorted access from March 28 through April 15, and from April

4'hroughApril 18. 1997, respectively. Subsequently, both of these
individuals were determined to meet the psychological criteria to be
granted unescorted access. Additionally, 14 individuals were granted
unescorted access prior to review or adjudication of all pertinent
information listed on the PHQ. However, the missing information on the
14 individuals would not have precluded granting of unescorted access.
The failure to implement the Access Authorization Program to proper ly
process personnel for unescorted access to the sites protected and vital
areas is identified as apparent violation 50-400/98-02-01.

The evaluation of the PA access controls for packages, personnel, and
vehicles revealed that the criteria of the PSP were being met in an
excellent manner.



One apparent violation was identified involving individuals-responsible
for implementing the Access Authorization Program who on 18 seperate
occasions failed to process personnel proper ly for unescorted access to
the site's protected and vital areas. This resulted in a contractors
who were not authorized having been granted unescorted access to the
protected and vital areas. This is apparent violation EEI 50-400/98-
02-01.

S2.3

~ *

The inspector evaluated the licensee's alarm stations and communication
equipment to ensure that the application of the criteria of the PSP and
Security Procedure, SP-004, "Duties and Responsibilities of the Security
Force Operation," Revision 5, were implemented.

The inspector verified that annunciation of protected and vital area
alarms occurred audibly and visually in the alarm stations. The
licensee equipped both alarm stations with communication equipment and
closed-circuit television (CCTV) assessment capabilities. The PA alarms
were assessed by security officers and CCTV. Alarms were tamper-
indicating and self-checking and provided with an uninter ruptible power
supply. These alarm stations were continually manned by capable and
knowledgeable security operators. The stations were independent yet
redundant in'peration. The Central Alarm Station interior was not
visible from within or from outside the PA, and no single act could
remove the capability of calling for assistance or otherwise responding
to an alarm. The walls, doors, floors, and ceilings in the alarm
stations were bullet-resistant.

The licensee provided means for monitoring and observing, by CCTV.

persons and activities in the isolation zone and exterior areas within
the PA. These means provided for assessing intrusion alarms for
possible threats occur ing in the isolation zone and exterior areas
within the PA. The transmission and control lines used in the CCTV

intrusion alarm assessment system had line supervision and tamper
indication. '
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The inspector evaluated the equipment, operation, and maintenance of
internal and external security communication links and determined that
they were 'adequate and'appropriate for their intended function. Each
security, force member could communicate with an individual in each of
the continuously manned alarm'stations. who could call f'r assistance
from other security force personnel and from local law enforcement
agencies. The-alarm stations had the capability for continuous two-way
voice communicati.on with local law enforcement agencies through radio

~ ..„ . . and the conventional,.telephone; ser'vice. 'he licensee had,compensatory
measures 'for defective or inoperable communication equipment

.,C I

The licensee was complying with the criteria of the PSP and a Security
Plan Implementing Procedure for alarm stations and communications.

S2.4

The inspector evaluated the licensee's PA intrusion detection systems
and assessment aids to verify that they were functionally effective and
met licensee commitments in Chapter 8 of the PSP.

The licensee installed intrusion detection systems that could detect
attempted penetrations through the exterior isolation zones and attempts
to gain unauthorized access to the PA. The detection aids and alarm
devices, including transmission lines, were tamper-indicating and self-
checking. Sensors continued to function normally during loss of normal
power. The licensee had compensatory measures to replace defective or
inoperative detection aids. The inspector found through document review
and obser vation that the licensee installed and tested detection and/or
surveillance subsystems for the PA. The systems consisted of motion and
E-Field detection equipment to discover and assess unauthorized
activities and conditions.

CQKlEU92

The intrusion detection systems and assessment aids were functional,
well maintained. effective for both covert and overt penetration
attempts, and met the licensee's commitments.
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= S3 Security and Safeguards Procedures and Documentation

S3.2

The inspector reviewed a sample of implementing procedures to verify
-. that the procedures, were-consistent with plan:commitments and practices.

b"

The inspector reviewed Security Procedures (SP)-005, Security Search and
Contraband Denial, SP-,006. Security Communications, SP-007. Access
Control and Personnel Identification, SP-009, Security Key and Lock
Control, SP-014, Additional Surveillance/Compensatory Security Measures.
SP-017. Security of Safeguards and Fitness for Duty Evaluation. The
procedures selected pertained to.some of the security areas inspected.

Canch

The review and ver ification of commitments of'elected security and
administrative procedures did not identify any inconsistencies or
noncompliance.

S5.1

The inspector verified that, before being permitted to act as a security
officer, watchman, armed response person, or other members of the
security organization, had been trained, equipped, and qualified to
perform each assigned security related task or duty in accordance with
the approved Training and Qualification (T8Q) Plan.

The inspector observed approximately 10 security personnel, including
supervisors, in the performance of their duties. The inspector also
observed a training instructor's performance in a class for new 14 hi red
personnel. The instructor's stage presence and presentation were
outstanding. Members of'he security force, when questioned wer e very
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knowledgeable of'heir responsibilities, plan commitments, and procedure
requirements.

The inspector noted, in addition to the T8Q requirements, that the
licensee conducted practice firing, night firing. tactical fire, and
additional refresher training as needed, which are a major strength
toward enhancing the overall effectiveness of the security program.

Armed personnel had been instructed in the use of deadly force as
- required by 10 CFR Part 73. The tactical response force was equipped
with personal body armor and effective weaponry and were highly trained
in tactics and weaponry employment. Drills were conducted on shift and
during range training. Each shift had the appropriate number of
security officers available onsite that could respond immediately to
threats.

The inspector concluded through observations and inter views of security
force personnel that the security force could adequately cope with the
design-basis threat described in 10 CFR 73. 1(a) and that the security
force met the requirements of the PSP and T8Q Plan. The security
training program was a major strength in the security program.

Xl Exit Meeting Summary

The inspector presented the initial inspection results to licensee management
at the conclusion of the inspection on December 12, 1997. A second exit was
conducted on January 21, 1998, as a result of'RC managements review of the
unauthorized access event found by the licensee on June 24. 1997. The licensee
acknowledged the findings presented. Although reviewed during this
inspection, proprietary information is not contained in this report.
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licansm

D. Braund, Superintendent, Security
J. Oonahue, Director, Site Operations„Harris Plant
R. German. Manager, Plant Support
G. Olive, Senior Analysts. Security
R. Robinson, Vice President, Harris Plant
D. Tibbitts,'Manager,'uclear

Assessment'.

VanOenburgh, Manager, Regula'tory Affairs ,

J. Brady. Senior Resident Inspector

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 81700:
IP 92704:

Physical Security Program for Power Reactors
Followup - Plant Support

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

50-400/98-02-01 EEI Failure to proper ly
complete access author ization
documentation requirements
prior to granting unescorted
access. (Section S2.2).

50-400/97-02-01 VIO Failure to proper ly remove
terminated employees from the
access authorization roster.
(Section S2.2).


